Descriptions, Indexicals, and Belief Reports: Some
Dilemmas (But Not the Ones You Expect)
STEPHEN SCHIFFER

I am going to state what I take to be a couple of dilemmas for certain theorists. The first is a dilemma for theorists who hold both that certain sentences containing pronouns or demonstratives express object-dependent
propositions and that a certain version of Russell's theory of descriptions
can account for all uses of definite descriptions.1 The second is a dilemma
for a certain view about the semantics of belief reports which is common
among those who hold that sentences containing certain kinds of singular
terms express object-dependent propositions, and this dilemma is generated by a partial solution to the first dilemma.
So my dialectic involves the following players. To begin, there are three
theses which, for reasons that will become clear, I shall call the hiddenindexical theory of belief reports, the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions, and the direct-reference theory ofindexicals. Next, there is a dilemma
for one who holds the direct-reference theory of indexicals in conjunction
with the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions. After that comes a partial
resolution of that dilemma, and that partial resolution is used to create a
dilemma for one who holds the hidden-indexical theory of belief reports.
Finally, I speculate fleetingly, but with much hand waving, about the complete resolution of these dilemmas. I begin by setting up the three theses.

2 Three theses
1. The hidden-indexical theory of belief reports.
Elsewhere 2 , I have argued that if, as is widely held, natural languages
have compositional semantics, then the best account of the logical form
1
It should eventually be clear that I could have constructed this dilemma with
proper names thrown in with pronouns and demonstratives, but 1 want to keep the
argument as uncluttered as possible.
2
SeeSchiffer(l977, 1978, 1987, 1992).
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3

See, e.g., Crimmins and Perry (1989); Crimmins (1992); Richard (1990); Fodor(1990).
4
Actually, I should say that believing is a four-place relation, its fourth place
being a time at which x believes p under m. But I suppress temporal references for
simplicity of exposition.
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of belief reports is one I call the hidden-indexical theory. Several philosophers have proposed versions of the hidden-indexical theory,3 but my
favoured version—stated first in its naive form—proceeds as follows. The
theory begins by holding that the relation expressed by "believes" in sentences of the form "A believes that 5 " is a three-place relation, B(x, p, m),
holding among a believer x, a mode-of-presentation-less proposition p,
and a mode of presentation m under which x believes p.4 Thus, it is possible for x to believe p under one mode of presentation m while believing
not-/? under a second mode of presentation m', and while suspending judgment altogether under a third mode of presentation m". By a "mode-ofpresentation-less" proposition I mean, quite roughly, a proposition that
contains the objects and properties the belief is about unaccompanied by
any modes of presentation of them. Such a proposition might be a mere
"singular proposition", like the ordered pair <Fido, doghood>, but it could
also be whatever set-theoretic construction an extreme direct-reference
theorist has in store for "Whoever murdered Smith is insane".
So much for the relation's second term. Its third term is a mode of presentation under which the believer believes the proposition believed. This
propositional mode of presentation is determined by modes of presentation of the objects and properties the proposition is about. Here it is not
supposed that we have some antecedent understanding of what these
modes of presentation are. Rather, our understanding of the notion of a
mode of presentation is functional: a mode of presentation of an object or
property is whatever can play a role in determining a propositional mode
of presentation, and a propositional mode of presentation is whatever can
play the role defined by the mode-of-presentation place in the belief relation. Thus, it remains to be determined what sorts of things in fact play the
mode-of-presentation role—that is to say, it remains to be determined
what modes of presentation are—but I cannot attempt here to resolve this
difficult issue. Suffice it to say that my own view is that most of the things
that have been proposed as modes of presentation are incapable of playing
the mode-of-presentation role. I make an exception, however, for conceptual, or functional, roles of mental representations. It is possible, I believe,
to have a conception of conceptual roles which simply allows satisfaction
of the mode-of-presentation role to be built into certain conceptual roles,
and these could serve as modes of presentation, at least in the context of
the hidden-indexical theory.
The crux of the hidden-indexical theory is its account of the logical
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form of particular occurrences of belief-ascribing sentences. As applied to
the sentence
(1) Ralph believes that no woodchuck is a groundhog,5
the naive version of the theory holds that the logical form of an utterance
of this sentence may be represented as
3m[<P*m & B(Ralph, the proposition that no woodchuck is a
groundhog, m)],

5

1 borrow the groundhog/woodchuck example from Edward Zalta (forthcoming).
6
For present purposes, I count a that-clause as a referential singular term even
if it is understood on an analogy with a Russellian treatment of extensional occurrences of definite descriptions, the "denotation" of the that-clause being the proposition uniquely characterized by the that-clause.
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where <P* is an implicitly-referred-to and contextually-determined type of
propositional mode of presentation, where by this I mean a property of
modes of presentation of propositions. This type of mode of presentation
will be made up, as it were, of contextually-relevant types of modes of presentation of the constituents of the proposition that no woodchuck is a
groundhog. There will be a type of mode of presentation for the first occurrence of the property of being a woodchuck (= the property of being a
groundhog), a type of mode of presentation for the second occurrence of
that property, and types of modes of presentation for the other constituents
of the proposition. In a limiting case, the type of mode of presentation may
be vacuous, so that the speaker's import in uttering "A believes that S" is
merely that A believes the proposition that S under some mode of presentation or other, while in an opposite sort of limiting case the type of mode
presentation to which the speaker refers may determine a unique particular
mode of presentation. Between these two limits lies reference to a substantial type of mode of presentation which fails to determine a unique mode
of presentation. This theory is aptly called the hidden-indexica\ theory
because the reference to the mode-of-presentation type is not carried by
any expression in the belief ascription. In this sense, it is like the reference
to a place at which it is raining which occurs in an utterance of "It's raining".
And the theory is aptly called the hidden-indexical theory, because the
mode-of-presentation type to which reference is made in the utterance of
a belief sentence can vary from one utterance of the sentence to another.
Let me say a little about what recommends the theory. To begin, there
are reasons for taking that-clauses in sentences of the form "A believes
that 5 " to be referential singular terms.6 Then there are reasons for taking
their referents to be propositions of some stripe or other, where by this I
mean abstract, mind- and language-independent entities that have truth
conditions, and have their truth conditions both essentially and absolute-
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(2) Ralph doesn't believe that no woodchuck is a woodchuck
could also be true. This would be impossible if, as the extreme direct-reference theory holds, "believes" in these sentences expressed a two-place
relation and both that-clauses referred to the same proposition, as they
would if "woodchuck" and "groundhog" in those that-clauses simply
referred to the single property they both express. Now, one famous way
of accounting for the truth of these two utterances is Frege's way: take the
two that-clauses to have different references. Specifically, take the occurrences of "woodchuck" and "groundhog" to introduce into the propositions to which the that-clauses refer distinct modes of presentation of the
single property they both express. But it is implausible that this should.be
required to account for the truth of both utterances. In the first place, the
that-clause in (1), "that no woodchuck is a groundhog", cannot be making
a context-independent reference to a mode-of-presentation-containing
proposition, for the predicate "believes that no woodchuck is a groundhog" can be univocally and correctly predicated of people—say, you and
Helen Keller—who think of the property of being a woodchuck/groundhog in radically different and non-overlapping ways. And in the second
place, no context-dependent reference can be required, for a speaker can
make a true statement in uttering (1) even though she is not in a position
to refer to any specific mode of presentation that Ralph has for the property of being a woodchuck/groundhog. Indeed, it will generally be difficult for a speaker to refer to specific modes of presentation if, as I have
already suggested, the best account of modes of presentation identifies
them with conceptual roles of mental representations, for ordinary speakers do not have suitable epistemic access to these things.8
Although a speaker may not know any relevant specific mode of pres7

The proposition that no woodchuck is a groundhog has its truth condition in
every possible world, and, unlike sentences and other representations, it has its
truth condition absolutely, not relative to a language or anything else.
8
But might not the speaker's reference befixedby some such description as
the mode of presentation Ralph associates with "woodchuck'"! It is not clear that
it can. First, on any reasonable way of individuating modes of presentation, Ralph
will associate several modes of presentation with each expression he uses. At best,
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ly.7 The reasons for taking that-clauses to refer to propositions are pretty
good (see Schiffer (1992, pp. 504-6)), but I cannot now go into them; so
I shall concentrate on what can be said to motivate the hidden-indexical
theory to someone who agrees that that-clauses refer to propositions of
some kind or other. The point of the theory is then well illustrated by the
example already used, an utterance of (1) ("Ralph believes that no woodchuck is a groundhog").
One wants to recognize that an utterance of (1) is true, while at the same
time recognizing that an utterance of
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(a) Jean Luc Godard believes that Brigitte Bardot is selling her villa
in St. Tropez and moving to LiverpoolIf the naive hidden-indexical theory is correct, there is a certain mode-ofpresentation type <P such that Stella, in uttering (a), is referring to <t>, and
this is so by virtue of her implicitly stating, and thus meaning, the proposition
(b) that there is something x such that x is of the type <t> and Jean Luc
Godard believes that Brigitte Bardot is selling her villa in St.
Tropez and moving to Liverpool under x.
Here <P is a particular type of propositional mode of presentation, and it
will incorporate particular types of modes of presentation for each of the
constituents of the proposition to which (a)'s that-clause refers—Brigitte
Bardot, the selling relation, Bardot's villa, the in relation, St. Tropez, conjunction, the moving-to relation, and Liverpool. Yet it seems clear that
the speaker would have to have in mind some particular sort of maximal mode of
presentation associated with "woodchuck", something like a complete "dossier".
But then how plausible is it that an ordinary speaker would have such a sophisticated description in mind? Second, the notion of a mode of presentation here invoked, and even the notion of a way of thinking of a thing, is a quasi-technical
notion, and it is far from clear what suitable commonsense notion might replace it.
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entation under which Ralph believes that no woodchuck is a groundhog,
she may know a relevant type of mode of presentation. For example, she
may know that Ralph believes that no woodchuck is a groundhog under
some propositional mode of presentation that requires thinking of woodchuckhood first under a mode of presentation associated with Ralph's use
of "woodchuck" and then under a mode of presentation associated with
Ralph's use of "groundhog". Thus, we can see how the naive hidden-indexical theory captures the attractive features of both the extreme directreference theory of belief ascription and the Fregean theory while at the
same time avoiding the pitfalls of both theories. With the extreme directreference theory, the hidden-indexical theory sees the that-clauses in (1)
and (2) as referring to the same mode-of-presentation-less proposition,
while, with the Fregean theory, it recognizes that both utterances are true.
This is possible because the two utterances involve implicit references to
distinct mode-of-presentation types.
But the hidden-indexical theory in the form I have just stated it cannot
be right, and this is why I have called it the naive hidden-indexical theory.
For, as so far stated, the theory requires the belief ascriber to be referring
to a particular mode-of-presentation type, and this is implausible. To see
the problem, pretend that we are having a casual conversation about the
French Riviera, when Stella, a nonphilosopher who likes to drop names,
says to us,
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there is no definite such 0, that Stella was not implicitly stating a definite
substitution instance of (b). After all, you are the audience and you understood her utterance perfectly well. If she stated a substitution instance of
(b), you should be able to say what it is. But you cannot; just try to do it.
If you try, you will find that there is a large collection of mode-of-presentation types that are equally good candidates for entering into Stella's
statement, none of which is sufficiently salient to enable us to peg it as the
one to which she was definitely referring.9

9

Might this be a case where the type of mode of presentation is vacuous, so
that what Stella means is merely that Godard believes, under some mode of presentation or other, that Brigitte Bardot is selling her villa in St. Tropez and moving
to LiverpooP. No. For suppose that Godard merely overheard someone in the
booth behind him at Maxim's, whose voice he failed to identify but which in fact
was Bardot's, say that she was selling her villa in St. Tropez and moving to Liverpool, and thus formed the belief, of that unrecognized person, that she was selling her villa, etc. This fact would not make Stella's utterance of (a) true, but it
would if she merely meant what was just proposed.
10
The notion of an "admissible sharpening/precisification" is a technical notion. A vague statement will have certain conditions under which it is definitely
true, certain conditions under which it is definitely false, and certain borderline
conditions—conditions under which it is neither definitely true nor definitely
false. (For simplicity, I ignore "higher-order vagueness", e.g., a statement's being
neither definitely definitely true nor definitely not definitely true.) An admissible
sharpening of a vague statement s may be thought of as a precise statement that
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So the naive version of the hidden-indexical theory cannot be right. The
question then is whether some other version of the theory might be right,
and it is apt to seem that the needed adjustment is fairly minor. Simply restate the hidden-indexical theory so that it allows for the belief ascriber to
be making an indeterminate reference to a type of mode of presentation.
The details of how we might do this are perhaps negotiable, but the general idea seems tolerably clear. Suppose you call Ernie Lepore in New
Brunswick and ask him where Jerry Fodor is. "He's here", Ernie replies.
To what does the utterance of "here" refer? To New Brunswick? To Rutgers University? To Douglass Campus? To Davison Hall? To Ernie's office? The example is underdescribed, but even if I fully describe it, there
need not be a definite answer. Almost certainly, Ernie's utterance of
"here" does not refer to some definite region of space. The word is being
used to make a vague or indeterminate reference. There are many admissible ways of sharpening the reference, and thus of sharpening the proposition Ernie meant, and it is reasonable to hold that his utterance is true
just in case it is true under all admissible sharpenings, false just in case it
is false under all admissible sharpenings, and neither true nor false if it is
true under some sharpenings while false under others.10 Since no place is
being definitely referred to, there is no proposition Ernie definitely meant.
But he sort-of-meant, or vaguely meant, all the propositions that could be
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2. The hidden-indexical theory of descriptions.
A Donnellan-inspired view of definite descriptions one might have is that
they are ambiguous in the sense that, when used attributively, Russell was
right about the nature of the proposition expressed, whereas, when used
referentially, a definite description functions as a directly-referential singular term in the sense that the proposition expressed is an object-dependent proposition that would not exist if the definite description's referent
did not exist.
Opposed to this is a Grice/Kripke-inspired line which holds that there
is no ambiguity: the theory of descriptions gives the right account of what
is strictly and literally stated for all uses of definite descriptions. True, in
the "referential" cases, the speaker uttering "The FisG" means an objectdependent proposition, but, the claim continues, not only is that compatible with her also making a description-theoretic statement, it is also the

(a) is either definitely true or definitely false and (b) is definitely true when s is
definitely true, and definitely false when s is definitely false. Thus, a vague statement will have many admissible sharpenings, and it itself will be true when true
on all admissible sharpenings, false when false on all admissible sharpenings, and
neither true nor false when true on some admissible sharpenings while false on
others. See, e.g., Fine (1975).
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used to precisify his indeterminate statement, and the truth value of the
statement could be thought of as determined in the supervaluational way
crudely suggested.
Likewise, it might seem, with respect to Stella's utterance of (a). She
was not making a determinate reference to any particular type of mode of
presentation, but she was making a vague or indeterminate reference to any
number of contextually relevant types of modes of presentation of which
she and her audience were mutually aware. In other words, there are many
admissible ways of sharpening her implicit indeterminate reference, and
thus of sharpening the proposition she meant. Although she was not determinately stating anything, she was making an indeterminate statement,
and this statement is true just in case it is true under all admissible sharpenings of her implicit reference, false just in case it is false under all admissible sharpenings, and neither true nor false if it is true under some
sharpenings while false under others. All we need to do to get a correct
version of the hidden-indexical theory, the suggestion goes, is to restate it
in a way that allows for the speaker's hidden-indexical reference to be indeterminate. As 1 said, it is negotiable how exactly the improved version
of the hidden-indexical theory is to be stated, but the foregoing vague characterization of the direction of improvement is good enough, I dare say,
to make us wonder later whether even the improved version can be right.
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case that we can give Gricean pragmatic explanations of why speakers often mean object-dependent propositions when they are making description-theoretic statements.

A better approximation to a reasonable version of the description theory is given by what we may call the naive hidden-indexical theory of descriptions. It holds that the meaning rule for "The F is G" is:
Utter "The F is G" only if there is a property H such that you
mean that the F and H is G.
This is aptly called the /ucfcfen-indexical theory of descriptions, because
nothing in "The F is G" expresses the implicitly meant property H, and it
is aptly called the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions because different
completing descriptions can be meant on different occasions of utterance.
And the theory is aptly called naive for the same reason the naive hiddenindexical theory of belief ascription was naive: it is implausible that utterances of "incomplete" descriptions will have determinate completers.
Imagine that you and I are in the audience awaiting a talk by the eminent philosopher Ferdinand Pergola. The professor arrives, and you say to
me "I'll be damned! The guy's drunk". Even before your utterance it was
mutually evident to us that we had knowledge of the professor under numerous shared definite descriptions—the author of Smells and Tickles,
the only man within sight wearing a yellow jacket and red golf pants, the
man we are waiting to hear, the man now staggering up to the podium,
and the list, in any realistic situation, will go on and on.11 Now, if the naive hidden-indexical theory of descriptions is correct, then there is some
contextually-salient property H such that in uttering "The guy's drunk",
you implicitly stated, and thus meant, that the Hguy was drunk, where the
1
' A slightly different variant of this example occurs in Schiffer (1981). Note
that, strictly speaking, what enters into the meaning-candidate propositions are
not "definite descriptions", but rather individual concepts, where an individual
concept is the property of having a certain property uniquely. Note, too, that particulars can occur in these properties, so that "the thing that's R to a" and "the
thing that's R to P" might express the same individual concept even though "a"
and "P" are distinct singular terms.
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But what do we mean here by "the theory of descriptions"? Russell's
theory of descriptions is about the nature of the proposition stated by an
utterance of a sentence of the form "The F is G ". To a first approximation,
it says that in uttering "The F is G" the literal speaker states the proposition that the F is G, where this proposition is true in a possible world w
just in case in w there is exactly one F and it is G, and is false in w otherwise. But of course this is very much a first approximation, since it is clear
that in uttering "The dog is chewing your hat" the literal speaker is not stating something that entails that there is exactly one dog in the universe.
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Hguy was one of those shared definite descriptions. Yet it is doubtful that
you meant any such thing, for it is hard to see how you could have the
meaning intentions such an act would require. Imagining myself as your
audience, I do not see how I could have identified any one definite description, however complex, as the one that figured in the proposition you
asserted. And yet, it would seem that I understood your utterance perfectly well, and it ought to be a consequence of any acceptable theory of
meaning that if a speaker, speaking literally, meant p in uttering u, then
one who understood his utterance perfectly well took him to have meant
p in uttering u. It seems clear that in our example you could not mean what
the naive theory requires you to mean, because no one of the numerous
shared definite descriptions is sufficiently salient to make it mutually evident to us that you meant a proposition containing it.
But why not say that one uttering "The F is G" means that the most salient F is G? Two problems. (1) This suggestion presupposes that the description the most salient F will be the most salient of the candidate
definite descriptions, but that is simply false: the fact that the notion of salience occurs in a description does not make that description the most salient description. When the speaker utters "The F is G", the description
the most salient F is at best just one of any number of definite descriptions
that might be meant, and it need not be the most salient description. For
example, when a speaker attributively utters "The murderer must be insane", what she intuitively means is that Smith's murderer—or the murderer of that person—must be insane, and not that the most salient
murderer must be insane. (2) The description the most salient F is itself
incomplete: most salient in what respect? Istrongly suspect that when this
is spelled out the intended description will amount to the circular the F to
which I am referring in this utterance of "the F ".
Once again, it is apt to seem that only a minor revision is required (cf.
Blackburn 1988). Simply revise the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions so that it allows for the speaker to be making an indeterminate statement. As before, the details are negotiable, but the general idea is
tolerably clear. In the Pergola example, you did not definitely mean any
general proposition in uttering "The guy is drunk", but you sort-of-meant,
or vaguely meant, several general propositions, one for each definite description that could be used to sharpen what you vaguely meant. And your
indeterminate statement might reasonably be held to be true just in case it
is true under every admissible sharpening of what you meant, false just in
case it is false under every such admissible sharpening, and neither true
nor false if it is true under some admissible sharpenings while false under
others. To be sure, the theorist recognizes that the speaker in our example
was also using "the guy" referentially, and thus meant an object-depend-
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3. The direct-reference theory of indexicals.
Here I can be both brief and conservative. The thesis is that, certain qualifications aside, single-word indexicals are directly-referential singular
terms. By single-word indexicals (indexicals, for short) I mean at least
pronouns such as "I", "you", "he", "she", and "it", as well as demonstratives such as "this" and "that". The qualifications pertain to such things as
the use of pronouns as variables, and I shall ignore them. By saying that
indexicals are directly-referential singular terms, I mean that the propositions stated by utterances of sentences containing indexicals are objectdependent propositions involving the referents of the tokens of those
indexicals—propositions, that is, which would not exist if those referents
did not exist.

3 A dilemma
There we have our three theses, which, as I said in §1, are importantly
related in the following way: there is a dilemma for one who holds both
the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions and the direct-reference theory of indexicals, and a certain preferred solution to that dilemma itself
creates a dilemma for one who holds the hidden-indexical theory of
belief reports. The first dilemma is that one who holds the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions seems not to be in a position to hold the
direct-reference theory of indexicals. Since I have proposed that the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions should be held by anyone who
12
1 recognize that there are other ways a Russellian might try to go, but for the
purposes of this paper I shall simply assume without argument—what I in fact believe—that the hidden-indexical theory is the best way to extend the theory of descriptions to "incomplete" definite descriptions. Some of these other ways would
entail analogous dilemmas, but nothing turns on my restriction, since I shall be
content to have stated a dilemma for the hidden-indexical version of the theory of
descriptions.
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ent proposition involving Pergola along with all the description-theoretic
propositions she indeterminately meant. But, to repeat, he holds that there
are Gricean pragmatic explanations available to explain why the speaker
would mean the object-dependent proposition in the course of making her
indeterminate description-theoretic statement.
Let us call the improved version of the naive hidden-indexical theory
of descriptions simply the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions. I shall
assume it is what a theorist holds—or at least should hold—when he says
that a certain version of Russell's theory of descriptions can account for
all uses of definite descriptions.12
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In considering this theory, it is well to begin with its naive version. The
naive hidden-indexical description theory of indexicals holds that the
meaning rule for " a is G", where " a " is an indexical, is:
Utter " a is G" only if, for some suitably constrained property F,
you mean that the F is G.
The "suitably constrained" idea is that indexicals put constraints on the
meant property: "he" constrains it to entail being male, "you" constrains
it to entail being an audience, "it" has an empty constraint, and so on.
Given that this is the meaning rule, it would follow that it is a descriptiontheoretic proposition of the form the F is G which is strictly and literally
stated in an utterance of " a is G". Anyway, we know that, for reasons of
semantic indeterminacy, no one can take the naive theory seriously for
very long. So in this way we reach the hidden-indexical description theory of indexicals, which is simply the naive theory suitably corrected to
allow for a literal utterance of " a is G" to be making an indeterminate
description-theoretic statement. I hasten to add, on the theorist's behalf,
that this hardly precludes the utterer of " a is G" from also meaning an
object-dependent proposition involving the referent of " a " . Indeed, mimicking the hidden-indexical theorist of descriptions, the theorist will tell
us that we can give neat Gricean explanations of how his theory predicts
that one uttering " a is G" will also mean an object-dependent proposition. This is after all to be expected, since the hidden-indexical description
theory of indexicals in effect tells us that indexicals are disguised incomplete descriptions, where these in turn obey the hidden-indexical theory
13
Once I construct the dilemma, it will be evident that the details of the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions are unimportant. For example, an analogous
dilemma could be constructed for one who accepts the naive hidden-indexical
theory of descriptions. Yet it is important to state the dilemma in terms of the most
plausible version of the description theory, and how exactly we set up the dilemma will affect its resolution. After writing this paper, I noticed that George M.
Wilson stresses a similar dilemma (1991).
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wishes to extend the theory of descriptions to all uses of definite
descriptions, the dilemma should confound anyone who combines the
Russellian line on descriptions with the direct-reference line on indexicals.13
The reason I think that one who holds the hidden-indexical theory of
descriptions is in no position to hold the direct-reference theory of indexicals is not that the two theses are incompatible; rather, it is that one
who holds the theory of descriptions seems not to have a good basis for
preferring the direct-reference theory of indexicals to a certain other theory of them, one I shall call the hidden-indexical description theory of
indexicals.
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of descriptions. "He", for example, is simply synonymous with "the
male".
Now I can state why the hidden-indexical theorist of descriptions appears to have no good basis for preferring the direct-reference theory of
indexicals to the hidden-indexical description theory of them. It is because:

14
1 shall take it as assumed that a description-theoretic act of meaning can be
indeterminate.
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(1) If the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions is correct, then in
uttering a sentence containing a referentially used incomplete
definite description a literal speaker performs an indeterminate
(or determinate) description-theoretic act of meaning.
(2) If in uttering a sentence containing a referentially used incomplete definite description a literal speaker performs a descriptiontheoretic act of meaning14, then so does a literal speaker who utters a sentence containing a referentially used indexical.
(3) But if the indexical speaker performs a description-theoretic act
of meaning, then there is no evident way one can nonarbitrarily
choose between the direct-reference theory of indexicals and the
hidden-indexical description theory of indexicals.
Each of these premises requires justification.
Re (1). In the way that I have informally presented proposals about
the literal meanings of sentences as speaker-meaning prescriptions, I
have tacitly assumed the correctness of this premise. But now that push
has come to shove, it is best that I be painstakingly explicit, and defend,
however briefly, at least some of what one might sensibly seek to question.
According to a familiar way of thinking, to know the meaning of a sentence is to know two things: the kind of act of speaker meaning conventionally correlated with the sentence and something that constrains the
prepositional content of that speech act. In the case of declarative sentences, to which our concern may harmlessly be limited, the relevant sort of
speaker meaning is a speaker's meaning that such-and-such is the case.
The literal speaker of a sentence is one who, in uttering the sentence,
means a proposition within the constrained range, as one who utters "It's
snowing" might mean that it is snowing in Manhattan at the time of utterance. I assume that acts of speaker meaning require complex prepositional attitudes, but I do not assume any analysis, Gricean or otherwise, of
them.
Now, the objection I anticipate may be put thus: To know the meaning
of a declarative sentence is to know how it constrains what can be strictly
and literally said or stated in its utterance. But one can say (or state) p in
uttering a sentence without meaning p. Thus, the correct way of stating the
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The deep issue here is not about the use of semantic idioms in ordinary language. It is really about the way a sentence must be related to a
form of proposition in order for that form of proposition to give the sentence's meaning. It is eminently reasonable to suppose that the link must
be formed via practices that connect utterances of the sentence with
speech acts whose contents fall under the form of proposition. Now,
what kind of speech act? The problem with saying that it is saying/stating that such and such is that in the quasi-technical sense in which these
terms are now generally used in semantics, it is not possible to say/state
p in uttering o unless a already means a form of proposition to which p
belongs. Thus, one cannot explain o's meaning that form of proposition
by claiming that it is conventionally correlated with saying/stating propositions of the form. The moral is that if we are to have any sort of informative account of sentence meaning (and such an account need not be
reductive), then the meaning-constitutive practices that give sentences
their meanings in a population of speakers must correlate sentences with
kinds of speech acts that do not themselves presuppose the notion of sentence meaning. Speaker meaning, itself a quasi-technical notion, is designed to do precisely the job in question. For those who find it useful to
understand sentence meaning in terms of speaker meaning, the favoured
notion of saying/stating holds, roughly speaking, that to say that p was
said/stated in the utterance of a sentence is to say, first, that the speaker
meant p in uttering the sentence, and, second, that the meaning of the
sentence requires the literal speaker to mean some proposition of a type
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hidden-indexical theory of descriptions is as a thesis about the semantic
content of a literal utterance of "The F is G", what would be said in a literal utterance of it, and thus what is determinative of its truth conditions:
a literal statement made in the utterance of "The F is G" is an indeterminate (or determinate) description-theoretic statement of the kind already
described. One can perform such a statement in uttering, say, "The guy is
drunk", even though the only thing one means is an object-dependent
proposition involving the person to whom one is referring in uttering "the
guy".
A small initial point by way of reply is that while one can of course
mean p without saying/stating p, it is very hard to see what could intuitively count as saying/stating p without meaning p. If in uttering "The
shirt is dirty" one is implicitly saying that one's tuxedo shirt is dirty, then
surely one may be said also to mean that one's tuxedo shirt is dirty. To be
sure, if I say sarcastically "God's gift to philosophy has arrived" to communicate that a certain person has arrived, then I have not meant that
God's gift to philosophy has arrived. But nor have I said that. I was speaking figuratively, not literally.
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to which p conforms. (This is easily modified to recognize indeterminacy.)
I do not expect these brief remarks to be persuasive to those theorists
who suppose a sentence's having a certain meaning consists merely in
the sentence's being correlated with that meaning by the language's
"semantic rules", while those rules make no demands on what a literal
speaker might mean in uttering the sentence. (Is it then merely a serendipitous coincidence that there is a tendency for a speaker to mean p in
uttering o when a itself means pi) But I shall be content to raise a dilemma for those of my targeted theorists who find premise (1) plausible.
Re (2). To help see the plausibility of this premise, let us return to the
Pergola example, but let us have it that the speaker, instead of saying
"The guy is drunk", now says "He is drunk". Clearly, there is no property H such that the speaker definitely meant that the H male was drunk.
But if the speaker uttering "The guy is drunk" indeterminately meant
various propositions of the form the H guy is drunk, then the speaker uttering "He is drunk" indeterminately meant various propositions of the
form the H male is drunk. For the two cases have exact psychological
parity with respect to those psychological facts on which the relevant
speaker meaning would have to supervene. If you ask the speaker what
she meant in uttering "The guy is drunk", you will not get a report that
favours the description theory: the speaker will almost certainly offer up
an object-dependent proposition involving Pergola, the intended referent
of her utterance of "the guy". If a theorist is to be justified in discovering an indeterminate description-theoretic act of meaning in the utterance of "The guy is drunk", it will have to be on the basis of the fact
that the speaker intended it to be mutual knowledge between her and
her audience that certain definite descriptions applied to Pergola and
that certain of these were essential to the communicative act in that the
speaker would not have uttered her sentence if she had thought those
descriptions were not mutually known to be instantiated. If we are warranted in ascribing an indeterminate description-theoretic act of meaning to the speaker when she utters "The guy is drunk", then it will have
to be solely on the basis of these psychological facts. But these very
same facts also obtain when the speaker utters "He is drunk". For example, in neither case would the speaker have produced her utterance if
she had not thought that just one man was staggering up to the podium
to give a talk. Moreover, these psychological facts pertaining to contextually-relevant definite descriptions apply to any utterance of an indexical-containing sentence, and I shall assume that this is clear to you on
reflection. For example, it should be obvious that if I point to a building
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I do not think this is a good tack for the hidden-indexical theorist of
descriptions to take. A speaker of course succeeds in meaning what she
does in uttering a sentence thanks in part to the sentence's meaning, but
her meaning what she does depends, conceptually, not on the sentence's
meaning, but on the intentions with which the sentence is uttered. The
hidden-indexical theorist can hardly deny this, for he is intent on claiming that in using a definite description referentially, the speaker means
an object-dependent proposition, even though that act of meaning is not
required by the meaning of the sentence uttered. One might try saying
that sometimes speaker meaning supervenes partly on sentence meaning
and sometimes it does not, but an appropriate sorting principle is needed if this is to be anything other than self-serving wishful thinking, and
it is probably a pretty bad idea to be committed to finding such a princi15
Might there not be some demonstrative utterances wherein the speaker does
not expect his audience to believe contextually-relevant description-theoretic
propositions along with the primarily intended object-dependent proposition?
Why cannot the reference be achieved not by getting the audience to believe an
object-independent proposition but simply by getting her in the right perceptual
state? Two comments, (i) As a simple matter of fact, / cannot think of any such
case. Consider a paradigm perceptual/demonstrative utterance: my saying to you
"This is attractive", where "this" refers to one among several swatches. It is difficult to see how reference could be achieved without the expectation that the audience will believe the swatch to satisfy some such description as the swatch to
which the speaker is pointing or the last swatch to be displayed, (ii) If there are
indexical utterances that do not bring contextually-salient definite descriptions
into play, then there will certainly be referential uses of definite descriptions
wherein no descriptions-theoretic proposition can be said to be even indeterminately meant ("The swatch is attractive"). But then we shall have what appear to
be serious and literal utterances of sentences of the form "The F is G" wherein
no description-theoretic act of meaning is even remotely in the offing, and so
much the worse for the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions.
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and say "That's where Michele works", then the situation with respect
to communicatively relevant definite descriptions that are mutually believed to apply to the referent is exactly the same as in the Pergola example.15
The most likely way for the hidden-indexical theorist of descriptions to
challenge this premise is to deny that the description-theoretic act of
meaning performed by one uttering a description supervenes on propositional attitudes of a kind shared by one uttering a sentence containing an
indexical. In particular, the theorist might take the unGricean stance that
what a speaker means in uttering a sentence may partly supervene on the
meaning of the sentence uttered. This could conceivably allow one to hold
that what was meant in the utterance of "The guy is drunk" was different
from what was meant in the utterance of "He is drunk", even though the
speakers' prepositional attitudes in uttering the sentences were relevantly
the same.
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The direct-reference hypothesis: The literal speaker of " a is G"
is stating an object-dependent proposition while also indeterminately meaning various description-theoretic propositions.
The hidden-indexical hypothesis: The literal speaker of " a is G"
is indeterminately stating various description-theoretic propositions while also meaning an object-dependent proposition.
Thus, there are two possible ways of explaining what is going on in, say,
our imagined utterance of "He is drunk", (i) "He" is a directly-referential
singular term and thus the literal speaker states, and hence means, an
object-dependent proposition. But for such-and-such fairly obvious reasons, it is impossible to have the intentions and beliefs such an act requires
without also having the psychological states which the hidden-indexical
theorist of descriptions must hold constitute indeterminately meaning various description-theoretic propositions containing definite descriptions
the speaker and her audience mutually know to be relevant to the
speaker's communicative intentions, (ii) "He" is synonymous with "the
male", understood in the way of the hidden-indexical theory, and thus the
literal speaker indeterminately (or determinately) states, and hence indeterminately (or determinately) means, one or more description-theoretic
propositions. The further fact that the speaker also means an objectdependent proposition involving the referent of "he" is explained in the
same Gricean way that the hidden-indexical theorist of descriptions
explains referential uses of incomplete descriptions.
How is the hidden-indexical theorist of descriptions to be in a position
nonarbitrarily to prefer the direct-reference theory of indexicals to the
hidden-indexical description theory of them when both theories equally
well explain all the speaker-meaning facts? Well, he can try to deny either
(a) that the speaker-meaning facts exhaust all the relevant evidence or (b)
that the two competing hypotheses do explain the speaker-meaning facts
equally well.
As regards (a), perhaps the most promising tack for our theorist to pursue is to claim that he has a direct intuition of the possible-worlds truth
conditions of what is strictly and literally stated in an utterance of " a is
G". For example, concerning the ongoing example, he might claim to
have a direct intuition that the speaker, in uttering "He is drunk", is mak-
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pie.
Re (3). It goes without saying that the indexical speaker typically
means an object-dependent proposition. Suppose that she is also performing an indeterminate description-theoretic act of meaning. The problem
then is that these speaker-meaning facts seem equally well explained by
two incompatible explanatory hypotheses, one involving the direct-reference theory of indexicals, the other the hidden-indexical description theory of indexicals. The two hypotheses are:
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As regards (b), our theorist might argue that indexicals do not have
purely attributive uses, but that they ought to if the hidden-indexical hypothesis is correct. There are, however, two problems with this response, even pretending that we have an adequate grasp of what an
"attributive" use is supposed to be. In the first place, indexicals arguably do have attributive uses. For example, upon encountering a huge
footprint in the sand, you might exclaim, "He must be a giant!", and arguably what you would mean is that the man whose foot made the
print, whoever he is, must be a giant. In the second place, there is evidently an explanation of why, given that the hidden-indexical hypothesis is correct, purely attributive uses of indexicals are uncommon. It is
16

It might seem that the direct-intuition line could gain support from the behaviour of indexicals in modal contexts. For example, "That guy might have been
sober" seems not to have a reading on which it is both true and "that guy" does
not refer to some intended actual-world referent. But the same can be said of "The
guy might have been sober", and of course the description theorist can use scope
distinctions to account for such de re occurrences of singular terms.
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ing a statement that is true with respect to any counterfactual situation just
in case Pergola is drunk in that situation.
Now, I am inclined to concede that we have such an intuition, but, as
we shall presently see, this may be due to the fact that the only thing
the speaker means in uttering "He is drunk" is an object-dependent
proposition involving Pergola. The direct-intuition reply becomes unconvincing when the theorist concedes that there are always two acts of
meaning taking place, one involving an object-dependent proposition,
the other involving object-independent deseription-theoretic propositions. For how is he then to know that he is not confusing what is merely meant with what is stated? Howard Wettstein has in effect argued
that he has a direct intuition that an object-dependent proposition is
stated in a referential utterance of "The F is G", for he has a direct intuition that in such an utterance a determinate statement is made, and it
is clear that the only thing determinately meant in such a case is an object-dependent proposition (Wettstein (1979, 1981, 1983). But a defender of the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions would rightly
reply that this is an unreliable intuition if, as he claims, there are two
acts of meaning taking place—an indeterminate description-theoretic
act of meaning and a determinate object-dependent act of meaning.
Wettstein's intuition can then be explained by his focusing on one of
the two kinds of propositions meant. But if this is a good response to
Wettstein, as I think it is, then it is equally a good response to the hidden-indexical theorist of descriptions who claims to have a direct intuition that an object-dependent proposition provides the semantic content
of an utterance of " a is G". 16
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4 A partial solution
Evidently, there is reason to hold that indexicals are directly referential,
that the hidden-indexical version of Russell's theory of descriptions is
correct, and that the former two theses cannot reasonably be held together.
Something has got to give. What is it? I doubt that it is the third thesis; I
do not think you can reasonably hold that indexicals are directly referential if you hold the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions. I recognize,
however, that these are complex issues on which there is plenty more to
be said. I also recognize that an adequate pursuit of these issues would
take us too far afield. I propose, then, provisionally to assume that the two
theses are not cotenable and to see, however tentatively, where we might
go from there.
Most philosophers of language nowadays think that indexicals are directly-referential singular terms, and this is something they would give
up only as a last resort. This strikes me as a pretty good intuition, so let
us take it as a starting point. Thus, in uttering "He's drunk" in our little
scenario, the speaker is stating an object-dependent proposition involving Pergola. Is there anything else the speaker means, either determinately or indeterminately? In particular, does she also indeterminately
mean each of a bunch of description-theoretic propositions involving
complete definite descriptions the speaker and her audience mutually
believe to apply to the referent of "he"? I think that many readers
would have answered no if the question had been asked at the start of
this paper. They would have said that the relevant psychological facts
simply do not imply that any description-theoretic propositions are even
vaguely, or indeterminately, meant. This has strong intuitive support. If
you ask the speaker what she meant in uttering "He's drunk", it is very
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the same explanation of why it is unusual to find purely attributive uses
of maximally incomplete descriptions such as "the guy" or "the table".
For such expressions there is generally no way of raising meaning-candidate complete definite descriptions to contextual saliency except in
the presence of a contextually-salient reference candidate. I cannot in
just any circumstances say "The dog has fleas" and intend my audience
to grasp a proposition of the form the H dog has fleas which I even
vaguely mean, for without prior fanfare there is no way my utterance
can raise relevant completers to contextual saliency. But if we are in
Central Park and your kid is hugging some mangy mongrel, then my utterance of "The dog has fleas" will raise relevant completers to contextual saliency.
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If so, then the same holds for when, in the same circumstances, the
speaker says "The guy is drunk" instead of "He is drunk". For speaker
17

But see note 15 for a possible qualification.
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unlikely that she would mention any description-theoretic propositions.
To be sure, she might well say that she meant that the guest speaker
was drunk, or that the guy staggering up to the podium was drunk, but
she would be using those descriptions to refer to Pergola; she would not
be intending any "de dicto" readings of those self-ascriptive meaning
reports wherein the that-clauses refer to description-theoretic propositions. The fact that the speaker would not have spoken as she did had
she not believed that certain definite descriptions were mutually believed by her and her audience to apply to the referent of "he" does not
support the hypothesis that those descriptions enter into even vaguelymeant propositions. They are not part of anything that is meant. They
are simply part of the psychological baggage that goes with meaning an
object-dependent proposition involving the referent of "he". It is not
possible for one uttering "He's drunk" to mean an object-dependent
proposition involving Pergola without bringing certain contextually-salient definite descriptions into play, for without the presupposition that
Pergola satisfies such descriptions, there is no way the speaker could
hope to have him identified as the referent. In general, it would seem
that in meaning an object-dependent proposition involving a thing, the
speaker must rely on the audience's coming to believe various objectindependent propositions containing definite descriptions which that
thing satisfies.17 This does not show that it is impossible to mean an object-dependent proposition without also meaning, determinately or indeterminately, various description-theoretic propositions. If we could say
that, in addition to meaning her object-dependent proposition, the
speaker was also vaguely meaning lots of description-theoretic propositions relevant to her assertion, then you might as well say that among
the things she meant was that she believed that Pergola was drunk and
that she had good reasons for that belief. In any act of communication
the speaker will expect numerous propositions to get conveyed to her
audience, and many of these are such that the speaker would not have
spoken as she did if she had thought that those propositions were either
false or not going to be conveyed. But this does not show that those
propositions are in any relevant sense meant. Meaning requires special
audience-directed intentions, and we must not confusedly elevate psychological presuppositions of an act of meaning into further acts of
meaning. The psychological facts manifest when the speaker utters "He
is drunk" simply do not imply that she even vaguely meant any description-theoretic proposition.
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5 Another dilemma
The dilemma for the hidden-indexical theorist of belief reports is that
she will find it difficult to stay a hidden-indexical theorist if she accepts
the fate just proposed for the two other hidden-indexical theories—the
hidden-indexical theory of descriptions and the hidden-indexical
description theory of indexicals. For if, as I have argued, the utterer of
18

Does this mean that a speaker cannot be making an indeterminate description-theoretic statement when she uses an incomplete definite description attributively! Not at all; for in such a case the speaker's propositional attitudes will be
critically different from those in the referential case. (I am hardly denying the possibility of meaning indeterminacy!) Thus, you utter "The murderer is insane" and
mean that that guy is insane. In this referential case, various contextually-salient
definite descriptions will be more-or-less essential to your communicative intentions in the now familiar way—the person everyone thinks murdered Smith, the
prisoner in the dock, the lunatic now raving before us, etc.—but you do not indeterminately mean as many description-theoretic propositions to the effect that the
0 is insane. This is because those propositions enter as psychological baggage
carried by your primary intention to communicate an object-dependent proposition involving the referent of your utterance of "the murderer". But now suppose
we have the familiar attributive utterance of "The murderer must be insane",
which you produce upon first seeing Smith's hideously mutilated corpse. In this
case, you arguably do not intend to communicate any object-dependent proposition involving the murderer. Your primary intention is to communicate a completion of the description-theoretic proposition the murderer of... must be insane, but
it may be genuinely indeterminate whether you mean that the murderer of Smith
must be insane or that the murderer of the person whose mangled corpse lies before us must be insane. In this case, you do perform an indeterminate descriptiontheoretic act of meaning, but that is because your propositional attitudes are relevantly different from those in the referential case.
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meaning supervenes on the speaker's propositional attitudes, and the relevant propositional attitudes are precisely the same in the two cases. And
if the speaker does not even indeterminately mean a description-theoretic
proposition, then she also does not indeterminately state such a proposition.18
So I am inclined to conclude that we have no reason yet to reject the
direct-reference theory of indexicals, but that we should reject the hiddenindexical theory of descriptions. However, before rushing to conclude
that this forces one to recognize a strong attributive/referential distinction
wherein a sentence of the form "The F is G" can be used literally to state
either a description-theoretic proposition or else an object-dependent
proposition, we should notice that our partial resolution of the first dilemma itself creates a dilemma for one who holds the hidden-indexical theory
of belief reports.
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6 Towards a radical resolution
Suppose, as I have suggested but certainly have not proved, we should
reject the hidden-indexical theory of belief reports and the hidden-indexical theory of descriptions. Then there are two pressing questions to be
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"He is drunk" or "The guy is drunk" does not have prepositional attitudes which entail that she indeterminately means any description-theoretic proposition, then the utterer of "A believes that 5 " does not have
propositional attitudes which entail that she indeterminately means any
proposition involving a type of mode of presentation. And what is not
meant is not stated. The two sorts of cases appear to be precisely on a
par.
Stella utters (a) ("Jean Luc Godard believes that Brigitte Bardot is selling her villa in St. Tropez and moving to Liverpool"), and according to
the hidden-indexical theory the only statement she makes is an indeterminate statement involving various contextually-pertinent mode-of-presentation types. But if you ask Stella what she said in uttering (a), she will tell
you that what she said, and all that she said, was that Jean Luc Godard believes that Brigitte Bardot was selling her villa in St. Tropez and moving
to Liverpool. She would not recognize herself as having even vaguely
said that there is something that is both 0 and such that Jean Luc Godard
believes that Brigitte Bardot is selling, etc. under it, for various contextually-relevant mode-of-presentation types 0. Notice how unlike this is
from a paradigmatic case of vague reference, such as Stella's utterance of
"It is raining here". In this case, Stella will recognize her statement as involving an indeterminate reference to a place, and this would be so even
if Stella had merely said "It's raining" and the indeterminate reference to
a place were implicit. None of this, however, implies that when Stella utters (a) she will not acknowledge that she expected her audience to think
of Godard as thinking of Bardot, St. Tropez, Liverpool, etc. in certain
sorts of ways, and would not have spoken as she did if she had thought
those sorts of ways were not mutually known by her and her audience to
apply. But this sort of counterfactual relevance no more implies meaning
here than it did in the case of indexicals. To suppose otherwise is to confuse psychological states that perforce accompany what one means with
separate acts of meaning. The psychological states involved in Stella's utterance seem not to yield the acts of meaning required by the hidden-indexical theory, which means that that theory seems not to be right. I am
inclined to think that this pill has to be swallowed, but if so, then where
do we go from here?
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It seems to me that a radically new sort of view may be called for:
radical with respect to the determination of that-clause reference, radical
with respect to the nature of the propositions to which that-clauses refer,
and radical with respect to classical conceptions about compositional semantics. I do my best to sketch such a view in a recent paper, "A Paradox of Meaning" (1994). Its crucial idea is that the propositions to
which that-clauses refer and which provide the semantic contents of utterances are noncompositionally-determined hypostatizations of our
that-clause-invoking linguistic and conceptual practices. On currently
prevalent accounts of propositions, propositions are compositionally-determined, structured entities, made up either out of the objects and properties our beliefs are about or out of modes of presentation of those
objects and properties. These propositions are compositionally determined in that there are compositional rules that will build all of the
propositions to which our that-clauses can refer out of some stock of
propositional building blocks, the basic constituents of propositions.
These propositional building blocks will be the referents words have in
that-clauses, and the proposition to which a that-clause refers will be de-
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resolved. How should we accommodate the semantics of definite
descriptions? And how should we accommodate the semantics of belief
reports?
If we had stopped after the partial resolution of the first dilemma, it
would have been reasonable to suppose that we had an argument to show
that the Donnellanesque view of sentences of the form "The F is G" was
right: utterances of them have two kinds of semantic contents. But having
to deal with the question about belief reports may move the entire semantic discussion onto another plane. For if the hidden-indexical theory of belief reports is false for the proposed reason, then that suggests that belief
reports do not involve contextually-determined references to modes of
presentation or to types of modes of presentation, and this would mean
that the semantics of those sentences cannot appeal to modes of presentation. Without this appeal, we have no reason not to treat the logical form
of "A believes that S" as being what at face value it appears to be: a twoplace verb linking two arguments. But this is where the trouble appears.
For what are we to make of the proposition referred to by the that-clause
in, say, "Ralph believes that no woodchuck is a groundhog"? According
to traditional compositional semantics, the reference of the that-clause is
determined by its syntax and the references that its components words
have in the that-clause. Yet if we follow this course to its logical conclusion, we will end up wrongly counting "Ralph believes that no woodchuck is a groundhog, but does not believe that no woodchuck is a
woodchuck" as false.
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I suspect that if we rethink semantics in this deflationary way, then we
will have an alternative to the hidden-indexical theory of belief reports.
We will be in a position to hold that the that-clauses in "Ralph believes
that no woodchuck is a groundhog" and "Ralph believes that no woodchuck is a woodchuck" refer to distinct propositions without having to appeal to "modes of presentation" and without having to find distinct
objects to be the referents of "woodchuck" and "groundhog " as they occur in those that-clauses.
I suspect we will also find ourselves with other options for answering
our still unanswered question about definite descriptions than that provided by Donnellan's ambiguity thesis. This is inevitable, for on the deflationary view in question, there will be no standard semantics for definite
descriptions, which is to say, no treatment of them in conformity with a
compositional meaning theory. But to elaborate this further would require
an extended discussion of how sentences get their meanings and of the in-
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termined, in accordance with a compositional semantics, by the thatclause's syntax and the references its words have in the that-clause. On
the view that I propose, however, propositions are mere shadows of the
sentences contained in that-clauses. We get the proposition that no
woodchuck is a groundhog by, as it were, allowing ourselves automatically to move from the sentence "No woodchuck is a groundhog" to the
singular term "that no woodchuck is a groundhog", which we then indefeasibly take to refer to (the proposition) that no woodchuck is a groundhog. This is why we can trivially move back and forth between "No
woodchuck is a groundhog" and its pleonastic equivalent "That no
woodchuck is a groundhog is true" (more colloquially, "It is true that no
woodchuck is a groundhog"). When suitably elaborated and supplemented, this picture of how the notion of a proposition enters our conceptual scheme makes it possible to see how the proposition that no
woodchuck is a groundhog might not be compositionally determined,
and therefore not a structured entity made up out of propositional building blocks. If, as I speculate, it is not compositionally determined, then
we cannot account for the reference to it by "that no woodchuck is a
groundhog" in the standard compositional way that sees the reference of
a that-clause as determined by its syntax and the references its words
have in it. Indeed, if the propositions to which our that-clauses refer are
noncompositionally determined, then our languages will lack compositional semantics. In the work just mentioned I try to explain why this is
not something to fear, and I offer an account of that-clause reference
that is consistent with the referent of a that-clause being a noncompositionally-determined proposition.
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dividuation of noncompositionally-determined propositions, topics explored in "A Paradox of Meaning."19
STEPHEN SCHIFFER
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